CRAFTY ACCOUNTING forced the early pace outside and tired. PARTNERS R DUE broke well from between foes to set the early pace, brushed with PEACEFUL JOURNEY upper stretch then tired. TACHYON forced the early pace outside and stopped. After the running a Jockey's Objection was lodged against PEACEFUL JOURNEY by the Jockey of LADY TEABLING for interference in the stretch. After a Stewards' review there was no change.

PEACEFUL JOURNEY upper stretch then tired. TACHYON forced the early pace outside and stopped. After the running a Jockey's Objection was lodged against PEACEFUL JOURNEY by the Jockey of LADY TEABLING for interference in the stretch. After a Stewards' review there was no change.

CRAFTY ACCOUNTING forced the early pace outside and tired. PARTNERS R DUE broke well from between foes to set the early pace, brushed with PEACEFUL JOURNEY entering the drive, responded and finished well too late. AFORE YE far back early, could only improve position. LITTLE LIDO went evenly.

LADY TEABING (IRE) unhurried early while inside rivals, steadily advanced up the backstretch, reached a striking position entering the second turn, split rivals upper stretch, brushed with PARTNERS R DUE entering the drive, responded and finished well too late in a game effort. PEACEFUL JOURNEY stalked the early pace from the inside, remained in a forward position throughout, forced pace, stopped.

Footnotes:
BLACK DRESS outrun early, circled rivals entering the second turn, came eight wide into the drive, responded with authority and wore down rivals the final furlong. PRINCESS CHRISTINE well placed from the inside early, chased the early pace up the backstretch, reached a striking position entering the drive, dueled through the stretch only to be outfinished in a game effort. PEACEFUL JOURNEY stalked the early pace from the inside, remained in a forward position entering the second turn, split rivals upper stretch, brushed with PARTNERS R DUE entering the drive, responded and finished well too late in a game try. LADY TEABING (IRE) unhurried early while inside rivals, steadily advanced up the backstretch, reached a striking position entering the second turn, split rivals upper stretch, brushed with PARTNERS R DUE entering the drive, responded and finished well too late. AFORE YE far back early, could only improve position. LITTLE LIDO went evenly. CRAFTY ACCOUNTING forced the early pace outside and tired. PARTNERS R DUE broke well from between foes to set the early pace, brushed with PEACEFUL JOURNEY upper stretch then tired. TACHYON forced the early pace outside and stopped. After the running a Jockey's Objection was lodged against PEACEFUL JOURNEY by the Jockey of LADY TEABLING for interference in the stretch. After a Stewards' review there was no change.
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